Abstract-Existence of the natural diff usive spread of charge carriers on the course of their drift towards collecting electrodes in planar, segmented detectors results in a division of the original cloud of carriers between neighboring channels. This paper presents the analysis of algorithms, implementable with reasonable circuit resources, whose task is to prevent degradation of the detective quantum efficiency in highly granular, digital pixel detectors. The immediate motivation of the work is a photon science application requesting simultaneous timing spectroscopy and 2D position sensitivity.
' he goal of this work was to study charge reconstruction algorithms in pixel detectors with nominal pitch of 60 microns. The typical RMS spread of the photon charge has a Sigma of 10 microns [l] . The magnitude of the charge deposited is of the order of 2200 electrons (Monochromatic X-rays of 8keV in silicon, in our application x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy [2] , produce 2200 electrons.), although the ability to detect smaller charges is generally desirable, and of course larger signals can occur. This charge is spread over up to four pixels, and charge reconstruction is in the summing nodes. The issue of charge sharing in pixilated photon detectors has been studied previously [3] . Several charge position reconstruction algorithms were considered, the goal being to detect hit photons with very high-efficiency and produce very few false hits. These two requirements put heavy constraints on methods, charge sensitivity, and noise requirements. The different algorithms and results are reported here. A secondary but no less important consideration is that any algorithm created must fit inside the pixel area, as each pixel readout requires its own electronics.
II. SIMULATION METHODS
The basic method used to perform the simulations for the pixel detector was to create an 8 x 8 pixel array, with each pixel being 80 microns x 80 microns, and randomly deposit an x-ray charge cloud within the central 6 x 6 pixel array, in this way all the charge would be contained within the 8 x 8
array. The individual charge gain for each channel was randomly distributed using a Gaussian distribution with a sigma of 5%, these gain variations were calculated for each simulation run. For each simulated event, Gaussian noise was added to each pixel, and then a Gaussian distributed charge cloud was deposited in the array. Finally the charge for both noise and signal was adjusted by the gain variations in each pixel. In order to minimize computing time, we created a lookup table for x-rays hitting a pixel on a grid that was .5 microns x .5 microns. Since the charge cloud has a Sigma of 10 microns, this .5 microns scale has little if any effect on the charge distribution. Simulation runs were done for both purely white Gaussian noise with high bandwidth and for Gaussian noise smoothed by the band-pass filtering in the electronics. For simulation results a hit was said to be valid if the reconstructed position was within one pixel dimension of the actual hit position.
Detected hits that were not within prescribed distance of the actual hit are considered "extra hits". Simulations were run varying energy deposition, gain variation, noise level, summing node threshold, and pixel threshold. Generally we chose the gain variations to be 5% and assumed that offsets were negligible and were set to zero. The summing node signal was the sum of the charge in each of the 4 pixels associated with that node or comer.
III. ALGORITHMS TESTED
A number of different charge reconstruction algorithms were run in an attempt to fmd algorithms which would be both efficient at reconstructing real hits and that would not generate false hits. Initially all of these simulations were run using wide bandwidth white Gaussian noise for each pixel.
A. C4P 1 Algorithm
The first simulation method run was C4PI. This is an analog compare four ways, up down left and right (C4) to determine which of the neighboring pixels has the larger signal, and requiring at least one summing node be above threshold (PI) see Fig. 1 Pixel E is said to be hit if it is larger that all 8 of its neighbors AND at least one of the comer summing nodes is above threshold. If E is hit, then none of the neighboring pixels can be hit.
this requires eight comparators for the pixel and the pixel is also required to have at least one summing node above threshold. This method was studied extensively and shows promise at being both efficient for detecting real hits and proficient at rejecting false hits. As can be seen from Above 700 e-and below 1000 e-is good. Below 700 e-we have extra hits and above 1000 e-we start missing real hits.
One concern with this method is the circuit area required for the four shared analog comparators for pixel-to-pixel .,
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'" '0 100 We also studied C8P2, which requires two summing nodes to be above threshold, but as before, this increases the number of missed hits and is therefore not desirable.
C. Summing Node pattern recognition P5 algorithm
We then considered a pattern recognition method, P5, based solely upon the pattern of summing nodes above threshold. As can be seen from We also studied an algorithm (P4) which looked only at 4 summing nodes in the 4 corners of a single pixel. P4 misses the hits that are shown in the rightmost of Fig. 8 where 5
nodes have fired giving the name to P5. While this was a simpler method to implement, it proved to miss too many real hits, and was discarded.
D. Pixel Pattern recognition algorithm PP
The final algorithm studied was a pixel pattern recognition algorithm, PP, which used a single comparator per pixel to determine that a pixel was above threshold as well as the aforementioned summing nodes. Fig. 12 shows possible pixel patterns which can be created by single photon.
• In this algorithm, the pixel is considered hit if it is above the pixel threshold and at least one of its summing nodes is above the summing node threshold. In studying the hit patterns for this pixel pattern method, we find that a sub set of patterns will cover all possible hit patterns. These are shown in figure 13. In this method the 2 parameters which must be studied are the summing node threshold and the Et' rnShO' dB cP 9=J Fig. 14 PP algorithm efficiency scan for both pixel and summing node thresholds, signal size 2200 e-. Green and Yellow are perfect and good for 100 e-noise. Red and Blue are perfect and good for 150 e-noise. Good is for I part in 10,000 errors or better.
All possible hits are covered by one or more of the patterns shown here.
This algorithm has a possible advantage in that the position resolution for some patterns is much better than non pattern methods, particularly for the diagonal patterns which can have the photon localized to a very small region. In studying this algorithm, we had to vary both the Summing node threshold and the individual pixel threshold. We also considered what was a "good"
operating point and what was a "perfect" operating point.
In the following graphs, "perfect" is missing no real hits and having no extra hits in 10,000 simulated events.
"Good" is defined as having no more than 1 in 10,000 photons missed and no more than 1 in 10,000 events with an extra hit. We also did runs with this criteria changed to 1 part in 1000, both are shown. Only runs with signals of 1650 electrons and 2200 electrons, and for noise levels of 100 and 150 electrons are shown. Fig 14 shows 
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Pelied I 1650&-nOIl;8151)8- Fig. 16 PP algorithm efficiency scan for both pixel and summing node thresholds, signal size 1650 e-. Green and Yellow are perfect and good for 100 e-noise. Red and Blue would show perfect and good for 150 e-noise but no points exist. All are for better than 1 part in 10,000 errors. Notice that at 150 e-noise there is no valid operating point, and that at 100 e noise the valid operating region is small.
If we then allow 1 part in 1,000 errors, the results are shown in Fig 17. Clearly there is an operating region at this error level; however, it is much narrower than at the higher signal level. It should be noted that at 1650 electrons signal and 100 electrons noise, there still is a small region that is perfect, but at 150 electrons noise there is no point where the device is perfect. Clearly, the noise is an issue which must be dealt with carefully. PP algorithm efficiency scan for both pixel and summing node thresholds, signal size 1650 e-. Green and Yellow are perfect and good for 100 e-noise. Red and Blue are perfect and good for 150 e-noise. All are for better than 1 part in 1,000 errors. Notice that at 150 e-noise there is no perfect operating point. However, there is a large operating region for good at the 1 in 1,000 error level for both 100 e-and 150 e-.
This Pixel Pattern method shows promise as long as the noise can be controlled and the signal is large enough, however, it may be very difficult to implement within a limited pixel area.
IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Detailed results for C4Pl are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 . The reader can see that as the thresholds increase there is no point where there are no extras and no missing hits. By not having the diagonal comparators, many single hits are seen 664 as mUltiple hits, thus creating unacceptable false hits rates.
While this algorithm is relatively easy to build in silicon, it just does not work well in the presence of noise and gain vanatIOns.
Any method which requires more than one summing node to be above threshold is shown to have unacceptable missing hit rates. This is shown in Fig. 18 , requiring 3 or 4 nodes is worse still. Even for large signals, hits are missing when they occur near a pixel comer. Although the P2 method does a good job of removing false hits, it is unacceptable due to the loss of real hits.
The C8Pl method was studied extensively and became the default design. We fully mapped the parameter space for signal size, noise, summing node threshold, and gain variation. This method works well for signal sizes above about 1300 electrons and for noise levels below about 120 electrons.
The pixel pattern recognition method was also extensively studied as it appeared to also be an efficient method. As the Fig. 14 shows, this method has a viable region of operation as a function of summing node threshold and pixel threshold versus noise and signal size.
This method is a secondary design and is being implemented at lower priority. It has to be shown that it fits in the area of a single pixel.
V. MORE REALISTIC NOISE SIMULATIONS
All of the work shown above used a purely Gaussian wide bandwidth white Noise signal for each pixel.
However, a more realistic measure of the perfonnance of the threshold comparators and algorithms would be to use noise that has passed through the amplifying circuitry and the front-end shaping. We therefore generated these noise signals based on white Gaussian high bandwidth noise at the first transistor and then propagated through the front end circuit. We repeated the simulations for both the C8P 1 and the PP algorithms. Using a more realistic filtered noise signal, changes things in several ways. Examples of the white Gaussian Unfiltered Noise can be seen in Fig. 19 and then passing this noise through the filter produces a Filtered Noise signal shown in Fig. 20 . The RMS of both types of noise are nonnalized to 100 electrons, however, the filtered noise does not have the high frequency of the unfiltered noise. The filtered noise will more closely match the real signals that will be driving the comparators in each pixel.
We created 64 of these filtered noise wavefonns each having 23,000 time slices. Each pixel was randomly assigned a wavefonn and each wavefonn was randomly assigned a starting time between 1 and 10,000. The wavefonns were nonnalized to produce the RMS noise level we were simulating. Then the simulations were run for 10,000 time slices and the number of extra hits or missed hits was detennined. In this way each run was different and we could get a good measure of the perfonnance of either algorithm for a given set of parameters.
A. C8P 1 with new noise data
If we first look at the C8Pl algorithm comparing the Gaussian (Unfiltered) noise, Fig. 21 , to the filtered noise 
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The operating point for the pattern recogmtlOn method is solid for pixel thresholds from 350 to 575 electrons and summing node thresholds from almost 0 to 1400 electrons.
The summing node threshold seems to be redundant for this method. Note: comparing Fig. 25 using the more realistic noise, the efficiency at low pixel thresholds is reduced.
We also looked at the pattern recognition method with a signal of 1650 electrons. These are shown in Fig. 27 and We also looked at the performance requiring only I in 1000 extra or missing hits. This is shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 .
At the level of I part in 1000 errors we now have a larger operating region, see 
